COMMISSION

- Better Regulation  (EN/FR)
- Codecision  (EN/FR)
- EU Glossary   (EU-15 languages)
- Eurojargon   (multilingual)
- Fight against Trafficking in Human Beings
- Glossary of Labour and the Trade Union Movement  (EN/FR/DE/IT/NL/EL/ES/PT)
- IDABC (Interoperable Delivery of European eGovernment Services to public Administrations, Businesses and Citizens): Glossary of the technology terms and acronyms used in the IDABC website
- Meeting Industry Terminology  (EN/FR/DE/IT/NL/DA/EL/ES/PT)
- Model Requirements for the Management of Electronic Records  (EN/FR/IT/ES) (glossary p.102: change language code in URL for other language versions)
- Treaties Office Glossary

Agriculture and Rural Development DG

- Developing Countries
- Enlargement & Agriculture
- Insurance
- Organic Farming   (multilingual)

Budget DG

- Financial Programming and Budget   (EN/FR/DE)

Competition DG

- Terms used in EU competition policy - Antitrust & control of concentrations   (EU-12: change language code in URL for other language versions)

Development and Cooperation DG - EuropeAid

- Development: A to Z List of Abbreviations
- Glossary of Gender and Development Terms
- Glossary of Key Terms in Evaluation and Results-based Management   (EN/FR/ES)

Economic and Financial Affairs DG

- Glossary   (multilingual)
- Public Finances in EMU   (glossary p. 267-273)

Education and Culture DG

- European Adult Learning
• European Credit System for Vocational Education and Training (ECVET)  (EN/FR) (change language code in URL for FR text)
• Lifelong Learning Programme 2007-2013
• Study in Europe
• Youth  (EN/FR/DE)

Employment, Social Affairs and Inclusion DG

• EQUAL  (multilingual)
• European Alliance for Families  (EN/FR/DE)
• Glossary: Health and safety - Legal systems and sanctions  (EN/FR/DE/IT/NL/EL/ES/PT)
• Glossary of Terms on Equality between Men and Women
• Towards adequate, sustainable and safe European pension systems  (EN/FR/DE) (glossary pp. 22-24)

Energy DG

• Energy Star Programme for Energy Efficient Office Equipment:  Glossary of Acronyms
• Strategic Energy Technologies Information System (SETIS)

Enlargement DG

• Enlargement  (EN/FR/DE)

Enterprise and Industry DG

• Enterprise and Industry Glossary  (multilingual)

Environment DG

• Environmental Compliance Assistance Programme for SMEs  (EN/FR/DE/IT/ES/PT/PL)
• Glossary of Terms related to Urban Waste Water
• Green Public Procurement
• Johannesburg Renewable Energy Coalition (JREC)
• Laboratory Animals

Health and Consumers DG

• Avian Influenza and Pandemic Preparedness
• Cosmetics  (EN/FR/DE)
• EudraLex (EU Legislation in the pharmaceutical sector) - Volume 4:  Good manufacturing practice (GMP) guidelines
• General Product Safety Directive
• Glossary: Health Security in the EU
• Glossary of terms used in alcohol policy and related public health fields
• Indoor Air Quality  (EN/FR/DE/ES)
• Nanotechnologies  (EN/FR/DE/ES)
• Scientific Committees

Home Affairs DG

• Asylum and Migration  (multilingual)
• EU Immigration Portal  (EN/FR)
European Migration Network
Glossary

Information Society and Media DG

112 - Single European Emergency Number
A to Z of Audiovisual and Media Policy (EN/FR/DE)

Internal Market and Services DG

Glossary of Internal Market Information System (IMI) Terms (multilingual - change language code in URL for other language versions)
Glossary of useful terms linked to markets in financial instruments
Solvency II

Joint Research Centre

Eurocodes
Fuel Cells Glossary
Glossary of Soil Terms
Handbook of gamma spectrometry for non-destructive assay of nuclear materials (glossary starts on page 86)
Glossary - Institute for Health and Consumer Protection
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)
Life Cycle Thinking (LCT)
Netwatch Glossary

Justice DG

Civil Justice (EN/FR/DE)
Consumer and Marketing Law (EN/FR/DE)
Contract Law (EN/FR/DE)
Data Protection (EN/FR/DE)
Drug Control Policy (EN/FR/DE)
Fundamental Rights (EN/FR/DE)

Maritime Affairs and Fisheries DG

Multilingual Illustrated Dictionary of Aquatic Animals & Plants
Multilingual Dictionary of Fishing Gear
Multilingual Dictionary of Fishing Vessels & Safety on Board
Species of the Mediterranean & the Black Sea (multilingual)
Fish of the Baltic Sea (multilingual)
Fish of the Mediterranean Sea (multilingual)
Fish of the North Sea (multilingual)

Mobility and Transport DG

CARE: Community Road Accident Database
Comparative Study of Road Traffic Rules and Corresponding Enforcement Actions in the Member States of the EU: Glossary of Terms
European Best Practice for Road Design: Illustrated Glossary (p.97)
• European Road Safety Observatory: Accident and Injury Database Glossary
• Inland Waterway Transport
• Intelligent Transport Systems - Road
• Transport Research & Innovation Portal

Regional Policy DG

• Evalsed: Resource for the Evaluation of Socio-economic Development
• Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance (IPA) (EN/FR/DE)
• Inforegio A-Z (multilingual)
• INTERREG IVC

Research and Innovation DG

• Acronyms Database
• Biosociety
• Biotechnology 2020 (glossary pp. 78-84)
• Cordis (EN/FR/DE/IT/ES/PL)
• Glossary of multimedia specific terms and acronyms
• Information & Communication Technologies (ICT)
• Multilingual Glossary of Terms relating to Quality Assurance and Radiation Protection in Diagnostic Radiology (CORDIS)

Taxation and Customs Union DG

• Acronyms (EN/FR/DE)
• Customs (EN/FR/DE)
• European Customs Information Portal
• Tax (EN/FR/DE)

Eurostat

• Abbreviations and Acronyms
• EU Institutions
• Eurostat's Concepts and Definitions Database (EN/FR/DE)
• Illustrated Glossary for Transport Statistics
• Statistics Explained (incl. sub-glossaries for every statistical theme or sub-theme)

Publications Office

• Main acronyms and abbreviations (multilingual)
• Multimedia Publishing

COUNCIL

• Climate Change: Key terms in 23 Languages
• Council documents (multilingual)
• Financial Crisis: Key terms in 23 languages
• Glossary of Security Documents, Security Features and other related technical terms (PRADO) (multilingual - just change language code in URL)
EUROPEAN ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE

- European Cycling Lexicon (multilingual)
- Multilingual Glossary: Let's speak sustainable construction (EN/FR/DE/ES)

EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT

- CAP (EN)
- CAP (FR)
- Financial Crisis (multilingual)
- Glossary of the Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive
- Glossary of the Common Fisheries Policy (EN)
- Glossary of the Common Fisheries Policy (FR)
- Glossary of the Common Fisheries Policy (ES)

COURT OF AUDITORS

- Glossary of Terms and Expressions used in the External Audit of the Public Sector

Education, Audiovisual and Culture Executive Agency (EACEA)

- Erasmus Mundus
- European Glossary on Education
  (change language code in URL for other language versions)
  Volume 1 - Examinations, Qualifications and Titles
  Volume 2 - Educational Institutions
  Volume 3 - Teaching Staff
  Volume 4 - Management, Monitoring and Support Staff
  Volume 5 - Decision-making, Advisory, Operational and Regulatory Bodies in Higher Education
- Eurypedia: European Encyclopedia on National Education Systems (incl. glossary under "Tools")
- Tempus
- TESE: Multilingual Thesaurus on Education Systems in Europe
- Youth in Action Programme

European Agency for Safety and Health at Work (EU-OSCHA)

- Glossary

European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA)

- Acronyms used frequently at the EASA

European Central Bank (ECB)

- ECB Glossary
- Glossary of terms related to payment, clearing and settlement systems
- Guideline of the ECB of 20/09/2011 on monetary policy instruments and procedures of the Eurosystem (see Appendix 2) (multilingual)
- Monetary Policy
- Payments and Markets
- Statistics
European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training (Cedefop)

- Glossary on transparency and validation of non-formal and informal learning (EN/FR/DE)
- Quality in Education and Training (EN/FR/DE)
- Terminology of European education and training policy (multilingual)

European Chemicals Agency (ECHA)

- ECHA - Term (multilingual REACH & CLP Terminology)
- Regulation on classification, labelling and packaging of substances and mixtures: Glossary (See Annex 2) (multilingual - just change language code in URL)

European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS)

- Glossary (EN/FR/DE)

European Defence Agency (EDA)

- List of Acronyms

European Environment Agency (EEA)

- European Network of the Heads of Environment Protection Agencies: Glossary of Acronyms
- European Pollutant Release and Transfer Register (E-PRTR)
- Environmental Terminology and Discovery Service (ETDS) (aka EEA Glossary)
- European Community Biodiversity Clearing House Mechanism: Glossary of biodiversity related terms
- Impacts of Europe's Changing Climate - 2008 indicator-based assessment: Glossary
- Water Information System for Europe (WISE)

European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions (Eurofound)

- EMIRE: Database version of the European Employment and Industrial Relations Glossaries
- European Industrial Relations Dictionary

European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service (EGNOS)

- Acronyms

European Groundwater and Contaminated Land Information System (EUGRIS)

- Glossary of Terms

European Investment Bank (EIB)

- Glossary of acronyms (EN/FR/DE)
- EIB and Carbon Finance - Glossary of Terms
European Judicial Network (in civil and commercial matters) (EJN)

- European Judicial Network (EJN) Glossary (multilingual)

European Medicines Agency (EMEA)

- Acronyms used at the Agency
- Glossary of terms and abbreviations (for representatives of patients' and consumers' organisations)
- Glossary on Herbal Teas

European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction (EMCDDA)

- An Overview of Cannabis Potency in Europe: Glossary
- Online Glossary
- Glossary of the (Responses to Drug Use) Best Practice Portal
- Glossary of Chemical and Biochemical Terms (EN/FR/DE)

European Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument (ENPI)

- Glossary (EN/FR/RU/AR)

European Network and Information Security Agency (ENISA)

- Glossary

European Police College (CEPOL)

- CEPOL Acronyms
- CEPOL Glossary of Terms

European Railway Agency (ERA)

- Glossary of Railway Terms
- Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations

European Research Council (ERC)

- Glossary

European Topic Centre on Sustainable Consumption and Production (EIONET)

- Waste management: Definitions and glossary

Office for Harmonisation in the Internal Market (OAMI)

- Glossary of Statuses (EN/FR/DE/IT/ES)

Trans-European Transport Network Executive Agency (TEN-T EA)

- Glossary